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SCUOLA PRIMARIA – CLASSI IV, V
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The show begins with an “opening number”.
The performers present the show.
1 hour of show usually includes 3 different sketches plus fillers.
The students interact with the actors during the show as well as during the following workshops of 30’.

Gli sketches interattivi coinvolgono emotivamente e fisicamente gli studenti che assimilano i vocaboli e le strutture con piacere e motivazione.
Durata: 60 minuti di Show + 30 minuti di Workshops

TITLE
What’s In My
Head

LEVELS
IV, V

PLOT
A child’s imagination is a
magical place, especially
when you’re a superhero
in it!
Spend a day in the life of
Ted, a young boy who
loves superheroes and
uses their powers to get
through different
situations.

STRUCTURES
singular, plural,
present simple to be, to
have,
auxiliary do, don’t,
imperatives,
want to, have to,
must, can,
possessive adjectives,
use of who.

FUNCTIONS & AIMS
to like + gerund,
telling the age,
using numbers,
improving pronunciation,
TH, H sounds,
intonation,
reinforcing vocabulary
through singing

KEY WORDS
maths, science,
history, geography
to be late, nervous, scared
to know, to stay, to need,
to fight, to use, to find, to take

TITLE
World
Championship
Wrestling

LEVELS
IV, V

PLOT
Join two great champions
of the World Wrestling
SMACKDOWN!
This special event is not to
be missed as,
for the first time ever,
this competition is
between the boys and the
girls. Who will be crowned
the champion ?!

STRUCTURES
singular and plural,
present simple,
present continuous,
future with going to,
imperative let’s + infin.
comparatives,
possessive adjectives,
anybody, nobody,
nothing

FUNCTIONS & AIMS
Greeting and welcoming
people,
confronting abilities,
asking questions,
expressing likes and
dislikes

KEY WORDS
event, championship, match,
wrestler, surprise
deaf, weak, strong, ugly
to be afraid of,
to be scared of,
to wait for, to kick,
to smash, to hate
to be in front
between

Whose Clothes
Are These ?

IV, V

Mr. Rossi owns a
Dry Cleaners but he’s a
little too old to manage it.
There are constant
problems and
he doesn’t always give you
back what you leave to be
cleaned.
His customers spend a
frustrating time trying to
pick up their own clothes!

singular, plural,
present simple,
present continuous,
imperative,
do, don’t,
this, these,
questions with whose,
can, want to, need to,
possessive adjectives,
saxon genitive

greeting people,
introducing oneself,
apologizing,
indicating possession,
asking questions,
pronunciation of TH, H,
long vowel sounds

clothes, skirt, underwear,
dress, trousers
to clean, to collect,
to be in a hurry.

